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HISTORY AND LEGEND
The mountain's highest peak – Low's Peak
– was named after the British Colonial
Secretary Sir Hugh Low, who was the first
to climb the broad summit plateau in 1851.
Ironically, he didn't reach the peak, which
was later summited by zoologist John
Whitehead in 1881. The first woman to
ascend (in 1910) was a British Museum
botanist, Lilian Gibbs.

The origin of the name 'Kinabalu' is a mystery,
though popular views derive it from the
Kadazan words, Aki Nabalu, meaning
'revered place of the dead'. The local
Kadazandusuns believe that spirits dwell on
the mountaintop, and many of the mountain's
early explorers reported that their Kadazan
guides performed religious ceremonies upon

reaching the summit to appease the spirits
of the mountain. The ceremony is still
conducted annually by the Park's Kadazan-
dusun guides, where 7 chickens (with eggs,
betel nuts, sirrih leaves, lime and rice) are
sacrificed and later enjoyed by the guides.

The Kadazandusun people are Sabah's
largest indigenous community. Traditionally,
they practice shifting cultivation, These days,
a number of those living near Kinabalu work
at the park. About 95% of rangers and guides
at Kinabalu Park are Kadazandusuns.

FLORA AND FAUNA
Mt. Kinabalu is located within the Kinabalu
National Park, which is a designated World
Heritage Site as well as a Centre of Plant
Diversity for Southeast Asia. The mountain

and the surrounding park has a very wide
range of habitats, ranging from rich tropical
lowland and hill rainforest to tropical mountain
forest, sub-alpine forest and shrubs on higher
elevations, making it one of the most
important biological sites in the world.

There are over 600 species of ferns, 326
species of birds and 100 mammalian species
recorded within the park. The world's largest
flower (the Rafflesia) and the world's largest
pitcher plant (the Nepenthes Rajah) bloom
in the park.

Of the 100 species of mammals, black
shrews, Kinabalu shrews and Thomas'
pygmy squirrels are endemic to the mountain.
A common sight on the summit is the
mountain blackbird.

Rising at 4,095m, Mt. Kinabalu is the
highest point of the Crocker Range
(which runs almost from the northern
tip of Borneo to its centre), located in
the east Malaysian state of Sabah, and
is the highest mountain between the
Himalayas and New Guinea. Cloaked
in constant swirling mists, puffy clouds
and golden sunsets, this mysterious
and moody magnificent sight of
Kinabalu, with its rich flora and fauna,
has captured the imagination of locals
and explorers for centuries.



MT. KINABALU
The mountain is composed mainly of steep-
sided, glacier-scoured granite, formed by an
uplift of magma millions of years ago. These
glacier-carved pinnacles that rise from the
smooth granite dome are a distinctive and
unique feature of the peak. Some of these
spires are given strange names like Ugly
Sister Peak and Donkey's Ears, while others
are named after British monarchs, like Queen
Victoria and King George. Mt. Kinabalu is
still growing at a rate of 5mm a year, and is
one of the youngest non-volcanic mountains
in the world.

It has 3 prominent ridges, namely the South,
East and North. At its top, the 1.5km-deep

Low's Gully gorge splits the mountain down
in the middle, separating the two arms of
the eastern and western summit plateaus
about 1km apart.

Although many of the peaks are accessible
to super fit climbers, the one that most
visitors are restricted to climbing is Low's
Peak, which is the easiest of all, and is also
the highest point of the mountain at 4,095m.
Low's Peak is non-technical, but all other
summits require technical rock climbing skills.

Other major peaks (which are marginally
lower) that can be accessed from the west
plateau include Victoria Peak, with its
characteristic spire at 4,094m; and St. John's
Peak at 4,091m. On the less frequented east

side of the
mountain, King
Edward Peak
(4,081m) is the

only high peak without an easy way
up, while King George Peak
(4,063m) is an easier scramble and
more often climbed (although all
other peaks (apart from Low’s) are
rarely climbed. In the centre of the
mountain at the head of Low's Gully
is Tunku Abdul Rahman Peak
(3,948m), which is separated by
Cauldron Gap from two rock
pinnacles known as Donkey's Ears
(4,054m).

provide 200-300m of good rock
climbing (a majority are alpine
grades), on clean and mostly
reliable granite, and provide some
fine positions, classic lines and wonderful
panoramas. The dramatic cleft of Low's Peak
features the mountain's highest rock faces,
some of which are unrelenting for over
1,000m.

CLIMBING THE MOUNTAIN
Low's Peak can be easily climbed by anyone
with good physical condition (locals begin
climbing at age 3, while the oldest climber
was 80), and requires no mountaineering
equipment. The trail that most visitors use
is described as a 'trek and scramble'.

Although the trek is accessible to all, it
depends on physical condition and how well
you acclimatise to the thin air at high
altitudes. The mountain can also be a
dangerous place, especially during rain or
when there is mist, as the higher slopes can
be very slippery when wet, and dense fog
reduces visibility to a few feet. On average,

one person gets into severe difficulty out of
the estimated 20,000 who attempt the climb.

It is possible for very fit folks to climb to the
top and back in a day, but most climbers
take 2 days, overnighting at the Laban Rata
Resthouse (3,272m). All who climb the
mountain must buy a climbing permit from
the Sabah Parks Registration Office (RM100
for non-Malaysians/RM30 for Malaysians),
provided that the accommodation at Laban
Rata is secured. A mandatory guide costs
RM85-120 per trip, depending on the number
of adults and the route used. Then there are
entrance fees and insurance costs.

There are 2 trails to Low's Peak: the

Timpohon Trail and the Mesilau Trail, both
of which join before reaching Laban Rata.
The most popular route starts from Timpohon
Gate (1,866m), which is accessible via a bus
ride (RM33 return) that takes climbers to the
park entrance where the path begins, other-
wise it's a dangerous 5km walk along a
tarred road. The Mesilau Trail is known to
be more scenic, with more plants and
animals, although it’s 2km longer and adds
2-3 hours to your hike. This trail starts from
Mesilau Nature Resort (2,000m) at the foot
of Mt. Kinabalu. A higher percentage of
climbers don’t make it to the summit from
this trail compared to Timpohon.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
For those with limited time or energy, there are also a number of walking trails, gardens
and short walks around the park entrance. A mud map is available at the Park entrance,
with sign posts to guide you. If you're approaching from Mesilau Nature Resort, there is a
guided Nepenthes Rajah Nature Trail walk, which passes the Mesilau cave, and a landscape
lush with ferns, jagged rock faces, mossy rocks and cascading waterfalls. The highlight
of the trail are the carnivorous pitcher plants, including the rare Nepenthes Rajah (largest
in the world).

Another attraction of Kinabalu is the Poring Hot Spring, located at the foothills of the
mountain near Ranau. You can relax those sore muscles at the open-air pool-like sulphur
hot spring baths. You can also explore the 158m-long Canopy Walk, which is a suspension
bridge that connects the Mengaris trees. From the highest point (41m), you can observe
the ecological system of the surroundings.

Along the climb, the views are spectacular,
coupled with the array of flora (including the
insect-eating pitcher plants). The climb is
along a well-marked path with signposts
marking each half-kilometre, and periodic
rest stops are scattered about a kilometer
apart. The entire journey is about 8kms, with
a stop at Laban Rata, about 6kms up, where
most climbers overnight. Most people
accomplish the climb up to this point, which
consists of unrelenting uphill steps, in 4.5 to
7 hours.

Laban Rata is the only overnight area along
the route, and camping anywhere else on
the mountain is prohibited, therefore you
have to secure a place at Laban Rata before
you are allowed to ascend. During peak
seasons, it gets full easily (as entry is
controlled to minimise environmental impact),
so book at least 3 months early. There are
5 huts at Laban Rata: Pendant Hut (the

newest), Warus, Panar Laban, Gunting
Lagadan and Laban Rata (the only heated
hut). Hot food and beverages, hot showers
and heated rooms are available at this point.
Since there are no roads, the supplies to the
resthouse are serviced by porters, who bring
up to 30kg of goods on their backs.

The last 2km from Laban Rata to the summit
of Low's Peak takes between 2 to 4 hours
on naked granite rock. The final ascent
normally takes place in the early morning
hours (most groups start at 2 - 3am) in order
to catch the sunrise at the top.

By mid-morning, the mist begins to roll in,
and it obscures the breathtaking views. The
ascent from Laban Rata is difficult in places,
which include climbs along steep ledges. It
can get very gusty in places, especially where
vegetation is barren near the top. In addition
to using headlamps for the final scramble,

try to climb during a full moon, as it helps
illuminate the white rope that marks the
climbing path. While most people take to
the summit, there are those who only make
it up to Laban Rata Resthouse before turning
back.

A typical descent from the summit is quicker,
but is also painful: while the ascent busts
your lungs, descents wreak havoc on knee
joints, ankle joints and toes as you descend
more than 3,000m in 5-7 hours. A trekking
pole is a necessity for this part of the trek.

The best time to climb is from March to July,
when the weather is fair (November and
December are monsoon months).
Temperatures range from 20ºC-25ºC around
the parkland area, while it can have freezing
weather at the top.



VIA FERRATA
Fancy another way to tackle Kinabalu's
mountaintop? You can now take a via ferrata
route that is located on the mountain's Pana
Laban rock face. Those looking for a new
and exhilarating challenge in addition to
climbing Mt. Kinabalu will find this an added
bonus.

For those unfamiliar with via ferrata, it refers
to a route along a mountain face that is
embedded with a series of steel rungs, rails
and wire cables. An average climber or hiker
can use these metal ‘aids’ to traverse even
vertical rock surfaces along the mountain.
Using a continuous belay system, climbers
(who wear a harness) are constantly hooked
up to a wire cable that stretches along the
entire route, so any deviation from the route
virtually impossible (making it a safe sport).

This opens up mountainous routes that were
previously only accessible to experienced
rock climbers, to an average hiker by using
specialised equipment.

Kinabalu's via ferrata (called Mountain Torq)
opened in December 2007, and is currently
the world's tallest at 3,776m, as well as

Asia's first. The world's second highest via
ferrata (3,343m) is halfway across the globe,
in the Italian Dolomites (the birthplace of the
sport) on the Marmolada West ridge.

Mountain Torq's tallest via ferrata begins at
3,776m and ends at 3,400m, along
Kinabalu's Pana Laban rock face, giving
hikers an alternative route to descend from
the top of the mountain at 4,095m. The via
ferrata is approximately 1.2km long and
traverses routes of varying difficulty, catering
to enthusiasts of all levels of experience (the
youngest to climb was 10 years old, and the
oldest was 68).

There are currently 2 different paths available
on the via ferrata, with times ranging from
2-3 hours for the shortest and 4-5 hours for
the longest. Access to these routes is on the
second day of the ascent of Mt. Kinabalu
and the only way to get to them is by hiking.

The easiest via ferrata route is known as the
'Walk the Torq', which is suitable for
beginners (anyone above 10 years old, with
reasonable fitness) and takes 2-3 hours to
complete, although it doesn’t take in the
highest point.

The next route is 'The Low's Peak Circuit',
which is accessible from Low's Peak
(4,095m). This route is verified in the Guinness
World Records as the world’s highest via
ferrata (starting at 3,776m). On the descent,
you take this route down to see the stunning
views from the top, and explore hidden
corners of the mountain plateau. This route,
which takes in Southeast Asia's highest point
and the world's highest via ferrata, is
physically demanding and is suited for those
who are sure-footed and aren't afraid of
heights. It will take above-average-fitness
climbers off-the-beaten-track, which includes
negotiating a 22m footbridge suspended at
a breathtaking 3,600m. Rated 'intermediate',
this route takes about 4-5 hours to complete.

All the equipment used in the sport is CE-
certified, and participants are guided at all
times by activity trainers who follow UIAA
guiding standards. In addition to via ferrata,
Mountain Torq is also Southeast Asia's first
mountaineering training centre at 3,250m,
which offers other mountaineering activities
like rappelling and sports climbing. Visit
www.mountaintorq.com for more.

GETTING THERE
The Kinabalu Park is about 88km from
Kota Kinabalu, and is easily accessible
via buses which leave every morning
from the bus station. It's best to leave
before 7am, when you can catch a
beautiful clear view of the mountain.
The journey takes 1.5-2 hours, costing
at least RM18. All buses between KK
and Ranau, Tawau and Sandakan will
pass the park entrance. A shared taxi
(RM20) is a faster and better alternative
as you can take it from the middle of
town all the way to the park entrance.
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